We present a new approach to quantifying pole parameters of single-channel processes based on Laurent expansion of partial wave T-matrices. Instead of guessing the analytical form of non-singular part of Laurent expansion as it is usually done, we represent it by the convergent series of Pietarinen functions. As the analytic structure of non-singular term is usually very well known (physical cuts with branhcpoints at inelastic thresholds, and unphysical cuts in the negative energy plane), we show that we need one Pietarinen series per cut, and the number of terms in each Pietarinen series is automatically determined by the quality of the fit. The method is tested on a toy model constructed from two known poles, various background terms, and two physical cuts, and shown to be robust and confident up to three Pietarinen series. We also apply this method to Zagreb CMB amplitudes for the N(1535) 1/2-resonance, and confirm the full success of the method on realistic data. This formalism can also be used for fitting experimental data, and the procedure is very similar as when Breit-Wigner functions are used, but with one modification: Laurent expansion with Pietarinen series is replacing the standard Breit-Wigner T-matrix form. The recent Camogli workshop [1] has finally inaugurated the fact that poles, and not Breit-Wigner parameters determine and quantify resonance properties, and that they should be used a link between scattering theory and QCD. However, at the same time, the question of finding an adequate procedure to extract them from single-channel T-matrices has been opened. Experimentalists are quite familiar with fitting the data with Breit-Wigner functions (either with constant parameters and very general backgrounds, or with energy dependent mass and width), but are inexperienced when actual complex energy poles have to be used. A simple procedure for pole extraction is still missing. Up to now poles have usually been extracted from theoretical single or multichannel models fitted to the data using either of standard pole extraction methods: analytic continuation of the model functions into the complex energy plane [2-6], speed plot [7] , time delay [8] , N/D method [9], regularization procedure [10], etc. However, this required solving standardly elaborated single/coupled-channel models and analyzing the obtained analytic solution which implicitly contained both parts: singular and background. Hence, the analytic form of the full solution varied from model to model; pole-background separation was not unique, and this introduced uncertainties in pole extraction procedures. The intention of this paper is to offer simple, robust and confident method how to obtain scattering matrix poles, but maximally avoid the need to * Electronic address: alfred.svarc@irb.hr speculate about type and form of background terms. We base our analysis on Laurent expansion of partial wave T-matrices which uniquely separates singular from finite terms, and treat singular and finite terms separately. Our main assumption is that all scattering matrix poles are of the first order.
The recent Camogli workshop [1] has finally inaugurated the fact that poles, and not Breit-Wigner parameters determine and quantify resonance properties, and that they should be used a link between scattering theory and QCD. However, at the same time, the question of finding an adequate procedure to extract them from single-channel T-matrices has been opened. Experimentalists are quite familiar with fitting the data with Breit-Wigner functions (either with constant parameters and very general backgrounds, or with energy dependent mass and width), but are inexperienced when actual complex energy poles have to be used. A simple procedure for pole extraction is still missing. Up to now poles have usually been extracted from theoretical single or multichannel models fitted to the data using either of standard pole extraction methods: analytic continuation of the model functions into the complex energy plane [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , speed plot [7] , time delay [8] , N/D method [9] , regularization procedure [10] , etc. However, this required solving standardly elaborated single/coupled-channel models and analyzing the obtained analytic solution which implicitly contained both parts: singular and background. Hence, the analytic form of the full solution varied from model to model; pole-background separation was not unique, and this introduced uncertainties in pole extraction procedures. The intention of this paper is to offer simple, robust and confident method how to obtain scattering matrix poles, but maximally avoid the need to * Electronic address: alfred.svarc@irb.hr speculate about type and form of background terms. We base our analysis on Laurent expansion of partial wave T-matrices which uniquely separates singular from finite terms, and treat singular and finite terms separately. Our main assumption is that all scattering matrix poles are of the first order.
The starting point of our method is Laurent expansion for a function with one pole:
where a −1 and ω 0 are residuum and pole position respectively, and functionB L (ω) = ∞ n=0 a n (ω 0 − ω) n is regular everywhere in the complex energy plane. However, functions we analyze in reality may and do contain other poles for ω = ω 0 , so if we iterate this procedure we can without loss of generality write down:
where k is number of poles. a This approach has been already investigated, but the freedom in choosing the exact analytic form of the background contribution B L (ω) has been introducing severe ambiguities. The novelty of our approach is that we propose to avoid discussing the arbitrariness in all possible choices for the background function B L (ω) by replacing it with Pietarinen expansions in power series using a complete set of functions with well known analytic properties.
Pietarinen series
If F (ω) is a general, unknown analytic function having a cut starting at ω = x P , then it can be represented in a power series of Pietarinen functions in the following way:
with the α and c n being tuning parameter and coefficients of Pietarinen function Z(ω) respectively.
The Pietarinen series have been proposed and introduced by Ciulli [11] and Pietarinen [12] , and have been with great success used in Karlsruhe-Helsinki partial wave analysis [13] when invariant amplitudes have been expanded in as many as 50 terms. The essence of the approach is the fact that a set (Z(ω) n , n = 1, ∞) forms a complete set of functions defined on the unit circle in the complex energy plane having branch cut starting at ω = x P , but the analytic form of the function is at the beginning yet undefined. The final form of the analytic function F (ω) is obtained by introducing the rapidly convergent power series with real coefficients, and the degree of the expansion is automatically determined in fitting the input data.
The application of Pietarinen series to scattering theory
The analytic structure of each partial wave is a well known fact. Each partial wave contains poles which parameterize resonant contributions, it has cuts in the physical region starting at thresholds of elastic and all possible inelastic channels, and finally there are t-channel, u-channel and nucleon exchange contributions quantified with corresponding negative energy cuts. However, explicit analytic form of each cut contribution is not known. Instead of guessing the exact analytic form of all of them, we propose to use one Pietarinen series to represent each cut, and the number of terms in Pietarinen series will be determined by the quality of fit to the input data. So, in principle we have one Pietarinen series per cut, the branch-points x P , x Q ... are known from physics, and coefficients are determined by fitting the input data coming from real physical process. In practice, we have too many cuts (especially in the negative energy range), so we reduce their number by dividing them in two categories: all negative energy cuts are approximated with only one, effective negative energy cut represented with one Pietarinen (we usually denote its branchpoint as x P ), and each physical cut is represented with its own Pietarinen series with branch-points determined by the physics of the process (x Q , x R ...).
So, the set of equations which define Laurent expansion+Pietarinen series method (L+P method) is:
As our input data are on the real axes, the fit is performed only on this dense subset of the complex energy plane. All Pietarinen parameters in set of equations (4) are determined by the fit. Let us observe that the class of input functions which are convenient to be analyzed with this method is quite wide. One may either fit partial wave amplitudes obtained from any of theoretical models, or even experimental data directly. In either case, T-matrix is represented by the set of equations (4), minimization function is defined (usually χ 2 type), and fitting is done.
Let us summarize our fitting procedure First of all let us observe that in the strict spirit of the method, physical Pietarinen branch points x Q , x R , ... should not be fitting parameters. Namely, as we have declared that each known cut should be represented by its own Pietarinen series having the analytic structure of the very cut, Pietarinen branch points should be fixed to known physical branch points. And this indeed is so in the ideal case. However, in realistic case the situation is very similar to the background situation. Namely, we can never include all physical cuts in the multi-channel process, so instead of taking them all, we represent them by a smaller subset. So, for physical energy range too, Pietarinen branch points x Q , x R , ... are not constants; we have to relax them and allow them to vary as fitting parameters. Later on in this paper we shall demonstrate that when we do it, physical branch points still naturally converge towards branch-points which belong to channels which dominate certain partial wave, but do not actually correspond to them exactly. The proximity of the fit results to exact physical branch points describes the "goodness of the fit, namely it tells us how well certain combination of thresholds indeed is approximating certain partial wave. And this, together with the choice of the degree of Pietarinen polynomial represents the model dependence of our method. We have, of course, never claimed that our method is model independent because there is no such thing as model independence. However, the method fixes its model dependence naturally, by fitting to the real data. It chooses the simplest function with the given analytic properties which fit the data, and increases the complexity of the function only when the actual data require so. We shall later on demonstrate that for 1/2-partial wave (S 11 ) the fit chooses πN elastic and η production branch point, while for 1/2+ partial wave (P 11 ) instead of choosing η production branch point, it settles close to the ππN threshold which is dominant for this partial wave. Let us observe that we are still limited to the stable two-body channel representation (real branch point), so quasi stable two body channels like ρN and σN are still not included. L+P method can do it by allowing the branch points x Q , x R , ... to become complex numbers, but it simply has not been done yet.
We first start with minimal number of poles, the minimal number of Pietarinen functions (we choose only dominant inelastic channels), minimal number of fitting parameters α, β, c n , d n ..., and Pietarinen branch point x P , x Q , ... being close to actual physical branch points. We usually start with N = 3. The reduced χ 2 is analyzed, and the quality of the fit is visually inspected by comparing fitting function with fitted data. If the fit is unsatisfactory (reduced χ 2 is high, or fit visually does not reproduce fitted data), the number of Pietarinen parameters c n , d n ... is increased by one. The fit is repeated, and the quality of the fit is re-estimated. This procedure is continued until we have reached the sufficient number of Pietarinen terms so that we are able to reproduce the fitted data. If the quality of the fit is still unsatisfactory, we first increase the number of poles and repeat the procedure. If no improvement is achieved by increasing the number of poles, then we increase the number of Pietarinen functions by one taking the next branch-point (next physical threshold), and repeat the procedure until the agreement has been reached.
Testing the method
We have tested the method in three ways: I) We have constructed a toy-model function imitating the physical reality as close as possible (known pole parameters, two positive energy cuts and various background contributions), and verified how well our method reproduces the input parameters;
and to see how our method works in realistic cases II) We have used our L+P method to extract pole parameters from single-channel amplitudes of a known, published model (N(1535) 1/2-amplitude of Zagreb CMB model [14] ) and compared the L+P result with pole parameters from the original publication, and III) We have used our L+P method for something what could never be done before, we have extract pole positions from partial wave data of ref. [15] without assuming any final functional form for the scattering matrix regular part.
I) Fitting the toy model
In principle, we should have defined a toy model input data T ty (ω j ) by defining a toy model function and by normally distributing its values in order to simulate the statistical nature of real measured data. However, as the main goal of this paper is to establish the validity of the approach, we have restricted our analysis to infinitely precise data by using non-distributed toy-function values, and using the statistical weight w j of 5 %. This enables us to test the details of our theoretical assumptions, but gives unrealistically low χ 2 values. Testing the capacity and limitations of the L+P method with realistic data for the toy model is deferred to another publication.
A toy model function is constructed by assuming a typical analytic structure of a partial wave: it is constructed as a sum of two poles, two physical cuts and several non-resonant background contributions. The function representing physical cuts is constructed from a function e(x, a) = √ x 2 − 4ax/2x having a cut starting from x 0 = 4a on the real axes 1 , and the analyticity is imposed through the once subtracted dispersion relation Φ(x, a) =
e(x ,a) (x −x)(x −x0) dx . However, to simplify the demonstration of usability of L+P method, we replace all negative energy cuts with two poles deep in unphysical region. In spite of looking rather restrictive, such an approximation is fairly justified. Namely, we know that each cut can be represented by the infinite sum of poles, and as negative cut is indeed very far from the region of interest, replacing it with only two out of infinite number of poles is a good approximation (see Cutkosky CMB approach [4] ). So our toy -model function is given as: 1 The type of the function used for physical cuts comes from the phase space factor for two body reactions φ(s) = Λ(s)/2s, with
, and taking mπ = M . Toy model parameters for all test cases are chosen to resemble physical reality as much as possible, and are given in Table I with bold face characters.
We have applied two fitting strategies: a) fitting both, real and imaginary part of the toymodel data (imitating the physical situation when a complete experiment is performed, and the full T-matrix is known); and b) fitting only absolute value of the toy-model function (imitating physical situation when only incomplete data set is available, and these are usually differential cross section data).
Minimization function for case a):
Minimization function for case b):
In both cases w j is corresponding statistical weight and
Pietarinen series penalty function [12] which guarantees that the number of power-series terms is minimal. Coefficient λ is determined in a fit, and serves to match the size of χ f versus χ P en contributions.
In situation a) we expect a unique solution, and in situation b) we expect a full set of solutions because the relative phases of the fitted functions are still undetermined.
Let us introduce a notation [a,b,c,d] meaning by definition: (C 1 = a, C 2 = b, B 1 = c, B 2 = d) .
We have tested the validity of the model for two backgrounds labeled A=[a,b,1,1] and B=[a,b,-1,-1 ] which strongly contribute to the toy-function strength in the observed resonance range (1 ≤ ω ≤ 3 GeV), and produce drastically different form of the toy-function absolute value [see Fig. (1) ]. We have decided to characterize the type of the background according to the absolute value shape (what basically corresponds to the differential cross section): while background A produces typical "two peak" resonance structure, background B produces a very atypical behavior in the first-second resonance region. If these numbers were differential cross sections extracted from experiment, one could not easily say whether they in case of background B represent a resonance, or some other interference effect. Therefore, we believe that these two backgrounds are the worst case scenario for the L+P method to separate resonance and background contributions.
Results for fitting strategy a)
With toy model data we tested the functionality of the model for various combinations of toy-model ingredients. The aim is to verify basic concepts of L+P method for the ideal data set. All results of the toy-model L+P fit are shown in Table I . Toy model function with all ingredients included, and for two different background contributions (B 1 = 1, B 2 = 1) and (B 1 = -1, B 2 = -1) is depicted in Figs. (1 a. and  b. ). Two poles, no background one cut We fit the toy model data generated by the toy function with [1,0,0,0] and [0,1,0,0]. We establish that one Pietarinen expansion in L+P formalism is sufficient to reproduce the input data (see low χ 2 value). However, Pietarinen branch point x P differs for both solutions (1 and 4) indicating that the cut structure is reproduced. Both, residua and pole positions are perfectly reproduced. Two poles, background, no cuts We fit the toy model data generated by the toy function with [0,0,1,1] and [0,0,-1,-1]. We establish that one Pietarinen expansion in L+P formalism with cut at x P 0 is sufficient to reproduce the input data (see low χ 2 value). Pietarinen branch point x P differs for both solutions indicating that the different backgrounds are fitted. Both, residua and pole positions are perfectly reproduced.
Two poles first cut, first background
We fit the toy model data generated by the toy function with [1,0,1,1] (background A) . We see that for one Pietarinen expansion reduced χ 2 value is high, and the Pietarinen branch point is negative. To improve the fit we had to introduce second Pietarinen series. The fit is improved, and the fitting has converged. So, in spite of the fact that we have represented the negative cut as a sum of unphysical poles, we still see it as a cut, so we need two Pietarinen expansions to take both cuts into account. While in case of one Pietarinen the branchpoint is negative, in case of two Pietarinens one branch point is negative, and second one converges towards 1 what is the toy-function branch point. Both, residua and pole positions are perfectly reproduced. Two poles first cut, second background We fit the toy model data generated by the toy function with 
Two poles two cuts, first background
We fit the toy model data generated by the toy function[1,1,1,1] first with only one Pietarinen expansion, and afterwards with two. In both cases reduced χ 2 value is, as expected, high. The value of χ 2 is better for two Pietarinens, but the result is still unsatisfactory. Adding third Pietarinen fixes the problem. The fit has converged, and Pietarinen cuts are consistent with expectations: first one is negative, and second and third are close to 1 and 4, namely close to toy-model branch-points. Both, residua and pole positions are perfectly reproduced.
Two poles two cuts, second background
Conclusions are identical as for the first background. Consequently, the L+P formalism is invariant with respect to the relative size and phase between background and physical contributions.
Results for fitting strategy b)
All conclusions as for fitting strategy a) are reproduced with one major exception: we only reproduce pole positions, residua are quite arbitrary. As a matter of fact, when fitting strategy b) was used, we have been able to produce a whole class of solutions with almost identical χ 2 and very different residua, exactly what was to be expected. 
II) Fitting πN elastic N(1535) 1/2-
To illustrate how usable L+P method is in reality, we have decided to fit one realistic set of input data. We have taken πN elastic N(1535) 1/2-partial wave from Zagreb CMB model, and fitted it with L+P method. We have chosen fitting strategy a) and fitted both, real and imaginary part. We have to mention that we did not have much use of the Penalty function in fitting the toymodel, but for realistic data from Zagreb CMB using the penalty function was unavoidable. Results are shown in Table II and Fig. (3) .
We know that πN elastic scattering has at least two branch-points in the physical region (πN elastic threshold in Zagreb model at w = 1.076 GeV and η production In Zagreb model at w = 1.486 GeV), background contribution, and at least two poles. So we know that our L+P solution should have minimally two poles and three Pietarinen series. Therefore, we have started the fitting procedure with two poles, and three Pietarinen series, and obtained a reasonable solution. The solution was acceptable visually, and by χ 2 . Two Pietarinen branchpoints came out very close to physical thresholds, the third Pietarinen branch-point came out far in the negative energy plane describing the background contribution from the negative cut, and pole parameters have been quite close to parameters obtained in analytic continuation. We wondered if the fit could be improved by increasing the number of poles by one, so we have tried a three pole-three Pietarinen fit. The reduced χ 2 was somewhat improved, the pole parameters came somewhat closer to the analytic continuation value, but in general the third resonance was uncertain and rather wide. It is interesting to observe that both physical Pietarinen branch-points remain where they were (close to physical thresholds), but the third came out much higher. So, L+P method conclusively gives two resonances in Zagreb CMB amplitudes, but indicates the existence of the third one which is not well defined. We ended up with using three Pietarinen series with one threshold in unphysical range representing the Pietarinen series for background contributions, and two thresholds in the physical range. One was at x Q = 1.057 Gev (near physical threshold), and second at x R = 1.482 Gev (near η production threshold). First two poles agree almost ideally, the existence of third pole around 1.8 Gev is allowed, but single-channel data are insufficient to pin it down more precisely as expected from coupled-channel calculation.
As Zagreb CMB analytic continuation was performed in three channel model, we conclude that two resonances is the best what a single-channel method like L+P can give. We also allow for some deviations in quantitative values of two well established resonances, since L+P is, again, only single-channel model. A correct recipe would be to repeat the L+P procedure on amplitudes from all channels, and then make an analysis. Extending the analysis to other channels might shift pole position somewhat deeper in the complex energy plane, single channel analysis as we did it now is, however, "satisfied" with poles being somewhat closer to the real axes.
III) Poles from experiment: Fitting GWU-SES partial wave data
The novelty of L+P method is that it allows extracting poles from data coming directly from experiment, i.e. to analyze the numbers which are obtained using only statistical methods with very little underlying theory. We shall illustrate this feature on GWU single energy (SES), and energy dependent (SP06) solutions [15] .
We have extracted pole positions from both, GWU-SES ("experiment") and energy dependent SP06 solution which is obtained from GWU-SES with the theoretical analysis based on using the polynomial form of ChewMandelstam K-matrix model, and compared results. Let us point out that GWU group is able to extract poles from their SES only through creating their energy dependent SP06 solution, and analytically continuing it into complex energy plane. Our method allows us to fit both, SES and SP06, and compare results. We came to a very interesting conclusion: We can fit both, GWU-SES and SP06, by using two poles and three Pietarinen series, first threshold being in unphysical range, second near physical threshold and third near ππN threshold (observe that S 11 was fitted with Pietarinen near η production threshold). Results of a fit are given in Table III . In boldface we give pole positions from original publication. The original publication finds Roper poles on two Riemann sheets (on P[221] and on P[121]), and we give them both. However, our L+P method is restricted to the first Riemann sheet only.
From Table III we see that for SP06 the second pole in our fit is completely undetermined, while for GWU-SES it is definitely established, and close to 1.7 GeV. And that is very similar to what GWU group claims: they claim that they do not need P 11 (1710) in their analysis at all. However, their analysis is based solely on energy dependent analysis. We agree with them in a sense that we also do not need P 11 (1710) to fit their energy dependent solution SP06. However, when fitting GWU-SES what they could not do, our fit REQUIRES the presence of the P 11 (1710) state! Our results are: M [15] . Poles from original publication are given in boldface. So, our L+P method allows us to explicitly see that their SES contain P 11 (1710), and their energy dependent analysis smeared it out. Results of a fit are given in Fig. 3 .
Let us also observe that taking only two Pietarinen series for physical range is still an approximation. Namely, in both fits given in Table III second and third threshold are close, but not exactly on top of first two physical thresholds. The first threshold for SES is very close to πN channel opening (at 1.076 GeV), while the second one is notably above ππN threshold (at 1.218 GeV). For SP06 fit thresholds show opposite trend -first threshold is significantly lower, and second threshold is very close to ππN value. That indicates the level of precision of our pole results, and stimulates further improvement of the model. However, even this level of precision is sufficient for pursuing the main argument .
Conclusion
We propose a new single-channel pole extraction method based on Laurent decomposition and Pietarinen series.
Instead of guessing the unknown T-matrix functional form as it has been done up to now, we propose to use the Laurent's expansion of single-channel partial wave T-matrices to obtain their pole positions. We make use of a fairly well known analytic structure of each partial wave, and expand the unknown regular part of the Laurent expansion in power series of Pietarinen functions using one Pietarinen series for each known cut. Finally, we fit the input data and get the simplest function for the regular Laurent part which has the correct analytic structure and together with the known number of poles reproduces the input. The resulting pole parameters are the genuine poles of our unknown input function. Even to the surprise of the authors, the fitting procedure in analyzed test cases turns out to be extremely stable and reliable regardless of the number of Pietarinen series, and extracted pole parameters turn out to be fairly confident. We warn the reader that this is a single-channel method, and it will recognize only those resonances which strongly couple to the observed channel. Other resonances will be only hinted at, and have to be pinned down by analyzing other channels. 
